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PRESS RELEASE 
 
Donations for a good cause: Braunform supports donation bike tour for the 

Federal Association of Children's Hospice 

 

It has always been a special concern of Braunform GmbH to support projects in the region. 

For this reason, the medium-sized company supports the donation bike tour of Andreas 

Eckermann, who wants to ride around 1,100 km across Germany with his racing bike.  

 

With his bike tour, from the southernmost point of Baden-Württemberg in Grenzach-Wyhlen 

to the northernmost point of Germany on Sylt, the passionate cyclist combines a fundraising 

for the Federal Association Children's Hospice. Andreas Eckermann is accompanied on the 

first stage by the Bahlinger Football Coach Dennis Bührer, among others, then he will cover 

the remaining distance alone. Ambassador Eckermann collects donations before and during 

his campaign, but also attaches importance to drawing attention to the importance of children 

hospice work. All costs of the donation cycle tour are covered by him, so that 100% of the 

donations go to the Federal Association Children's Hospice. 

 

The Federal Association Children's Hospice was founded in 2002 on the initiative of 

outpatient and inpatient children's hospices and has supported over 40,000 children and 

young people in Germany with life-shortening diseases. Further information about the 

donation cycle tour as well as the possibility to donate can be found at: 

www.spendenradtour.de. 

 

As a regionally rooted company, Braunform GmbH assumes its social and cultural 

responsibility to its employees and the society. "As a company, we see ourselves as part of 

the society. It is extremely important to us not losing sight of the social tasks of a company. 

The sustainable support of social organizations and projects has always been a matter of the 

heart.”, says owner and managing director Pamela Braun. 
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From left to right: Andreas Eckermann (Ambassador Federal 

Association Children's Hospice), Pamela Braun (Managing Director 

Braunform GmbH) and Dennis Bührer (Bahlinger Football Coach). 

 

 

Braunform at a glance           

 

Founded in 1977, today Braunform is with 380 employees considered to be an innovative leader in the 

plastics processing industry. The precision mold shop is distinguished by its profound understanding of 

technology and sophisticated customer requirements as well as its high sense of awareness for quality. 

 

The company stands for Full Service Engineering in mold manufacturing, starting with the development 

right up to the qualification and to a demanding clean room production. The fully air-conditioned mold shop 

with the latest production technology belongs to the world leading facilities for mold technology. The 

industries Braunform services include Pharma, Personal Care, Consumer Goods, Packaging, 

Automotive, Electric and Water Technology. 

 

The company is specialized in the manufacturing of multi-component molds, multi-cavity molds, stack 

molds, molds for the medical industry (MED Mold®), as well as fast and long-life rotary tables. In 

addition Braunform is characterized as an ideal partner for new product ideas with thermoplastics, TPE, 

silicone and ceramic. For the pharmaceutical industry Braunform offers sophisticated manufacturing 

processes including automated assembly and stamping systems in clean rooms GMP C and D. In the 

Technology center, customers may use injection mold machines with 2 component (with silicone injection) 

and 3 component applications for pre-series manufacturing.  

 

Due to the project management and the full-service engineering shortest time-to-market times become 

possible and costs are significantly reduced. The main focus is always on process assurance, shorter 

cycle times, increasing output quantities and all at the highest of quality - Engineering made in 

Germany. The company is certified according to DIN EN 13485 / 15378 / 9001 / 14001 / 50001. 

 

Braunform is a long-term oriented, family-owned company. This is illustrated through a high reinvestment 

quotient and in a trainee percentage of 12 % of the regular workforce. 

 

Braunform – Connected to people. At home in the region. In demand worldwide.  


